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TRAKTOR Pro 2 supports direct MIDI connection with the ASIO4ALL audio interface to run ASIO midi with hardware controls. It features an all-new user interface, a double jogwheel with improved tactile feedback and a redesigned transport strip that extends the functionality of the Jogwheel further. TRAKTOR Pro 2 also has a streamlined menu structure and redesigned hardware
features for a more streamlined workflow. Here are some of the highlights of TRAKTOR PRO 2. - Support for full-resolution 16- and 24-bit internal audio interfaces for a new level of audio quality and processing power. - New AES/EBU Inputs – Nine new connections that support up to 16-bit/192 kHz analog input with AES/EBU connections. - A professional grade I/O that connects
directly to the back of your computer, eliminating the need for additional adapter cables. - Improved tactile feedback and improved jog wheel using a new, thinner, and less reflective material. - New User Interface - New transport strip, which extends the jogging capabilities of the jog wheel. - New transport strip enhancements, which allow fine control over all aspects of the transport strip.
- Improved speed and release for the shuffle mode of the jump wheel. - New ASIO4ALL MIDI mode. - ASIO4ALL mode allows the user to use the multi-input audio interface on any computer as a direct control surface for any Windows or Mac host. - Jog wheels can now be assigned to either MIDI or effects send. This allows for a huge range of new options and possibilities. - An
improved transport strip can also be assigned to send the audio to either MIDI or effects, allowing for control of multiple effects simultaneously. - Combining the Transport and the Jog Wheel into one view and control gives an incredible amount of flexibility in terms of the range of effects and parameters that can be accessed via MIDI, effects, and hardware controls. - The effects section
has been redesigned to make use of both the controller strip and jog wheel as a control surface for effects, allowing the user to tailor the hardware control to the desired parameters. - Presets and effects loop recording. - The mixing features have been redesigned and made
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